1. **U.S. Congress.**

   a. **Hearings and reports.** Class all hearings and reports of Congressional committees in KF25-KF32.5.

   b. **Committee prints.** Class Congressional committee prints with the appropriate topic in classes B-Z.

2. **U.S. state legislatures.** Class all hearings and reports of state legislative committees in the appropriate form numbers in subclasses KFA-KFW.

   Note: “Reports of state legislative committees” should be construed in the narrow sense as referring to those reports issued by a legislative committee to accompany a specific bill when it is reported out of the committee to its parent legislative body after hearings have been held and/or the committee has considered and made its recommendations on the bill in question.

   Class all reports that do not meet these criteria in the appropriate topical numbers in subclasses KFA-KFW, if legal, or classes B-Z, if non-legal.

3. **Other countries.** Class publications of other countries which are the equivalent of U.S. Congressional or state legislative hearings, reports, or committee prints with the appropriate topic in classes B-Z, or, if general, in J.